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Where it's Oktoberfest every day!
We bring Munich to Music City with BIER, FOOD, MUSIK, & FUN!



What happens when an Army soldier discovers he loves Bavaria? He opens a restaurant in his hometown of Nashville, TN. Bavarian Bierhaus is more than a restaurant; it is an experience. Locally & Veteran owned and operated. 


                    History                                      





STEIN CLUB
Members of our Stein Club also receive discounts and get access to special events. So if live music, fun friends, and great food and drink specials are your thing, we'd love to welcome you into our Stein Club family!


                    learn more                                           about stein club







Join Our Rewards Program
Buy Bier. Earn Rewards. Repeat.
Join our Rewards program today to earn points and save on Bier & Food everyday!
Join Now  for our Rewards program


Groups & Parties
Book your next party with us!
Need the perfect space for your special event? Your search is over.


                    Parties                                      






Catering
Let us cater your next event
Good food is an essential part of any event - let us do the catering and make it one to remember.


                    catering                                      
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Order online
Pick Up Your Favorite Food
Don't feel like cooking today? We got you covered - order now!
Order
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A pretzel served with cheese dip and a small salad
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Assorted dish plates, top view
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Exterior, Bavarian Bierhaus and parking lot
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Giant Pretzel and beer cheese spread
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Traditional bierhaus Interior design
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Bavarian Bierhaus interior, seating space
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A server with food and beer wearing a dirndl dress
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A group of cheerful guests having fun in seating area
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Interior, a band performing on the stage
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Bavarian Bierhaus exterior
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Slow roasted pork shank with sides
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Sausage platter
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Pork Schnitzel served with asparagus, topped with mushroom gravy
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Seating area
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Beer pour
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Fig liqueur bottle
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Tap beer pour
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Lined up beer bottles on a bar shelf
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Served beers
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Interior, bar area details
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Dipping a pretzel bite in a cheese sauce






Reviews
Review by - Google

                  Deborah C:
                  


Fun atmosphere!! Great staff!! Food was quick and delicious!! Definitely coming here on our next trip!



Review by - Google

                  Amanda S:
                  


I lived in Germany for a year and I have to say, this took me back! The authenticity was impressive! The staff was amazing. The atmosphere was family friendly. But the food was the best part!



Review by - Google

                  Rob T:
                  


So excited to find this great authentic German restaurant on a recent trip to Nashville. Amazing food with more beer you can wish for. Staff were friendly, good service and food as mentioned, was amazing! Lots of parking, restaurant was clean so a 5 star review from me! Well done, compliments to management and staff.
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Location

121 Opry Mills Drive
Nashville, TN
37214


Hours


                        Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri                    

                        11:00 AM - 10:00 PM                    

                        Sat                    

                        9:00 AM - 11:00 PM                    

                        Sun                    

                        9:00 AM - 8:00 PM                    


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram pageTwitter/ X pageGoogle page

Contact us

(615)-238-0687
info@bavarianbierhaus.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


